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The cold months can bring some hot hazards. Hot water bottles and heating appliances 
provide you with warmth and comfort during cold winter nights, however they can be 
dangerous if used unsafely. Another important thing to watch out for in winter is to 
check the fire hazard warnings on children’s clothes, particularly sleepwear.

KEEP SAFE THIS WINTER

Safety tips for hot water bottles

› Never use boiling water out of a kettle to fill your hot water bottle, wait ‘til it cools a 
bit—this will reduce the severity of any burn injury if you are splashed while filling 
the bottle or if the bottle bursts. 

› Always use a hot water bottle cover or wrap the bottle in a towel or fabric when you 
use it. 

› Never lean on or roll onto a hot water bottle in case it bursts. 

› Never sleep with your hot water bottle in your bed in case you accidentally roll onto 
it while you are sleeping. 

› Cracked and worn hot water bottles are more likely to burst or leak, which can cause 
serious burns. To keep yours in good condition drain it by hanging it upside down 
with the stopper removed and then store it in a dark, dry place. 

› Remember these products have a limited life span so it is best to replace them 
each winter. 

Safety tips for your heater

› Make sure to check that your heaters and electric blankets are in good condition 
before using them for the first time each winter. 

› If you have a fireplace or a wood heater, ensure the chimney or the exhaust vent pipe 
is free of blockages before you start using it to avoid the chance of carbon monoxide 
poisoning. 

› Some fabrics can be highly flammable and cause serious burns. Be careful near open 
flames, such as fire places and gas stoves, as your clothing could catch on fire.

› For more information on staying safe this winter, visit www.productsafety.gov.au


